Ninja 400/Ninja 250 achieves improved fuel efficiency, reduced power/weight ratio, and greatly reduced exhaust emissions through significant reduction in weight.

Improves fuel efficiency by 3% (Ninja 400)/12% (Ninja 250) and reduces power/weight ratio by 28%/19% compared to base models. Reduces exhaust emissions: CO by 37%/76%, THC by 42%/76%, and NOx by 67%/13%.

Product Description

This is a worldwide strategic model aimed at further sales growth. This is an all-new Ninja 400/Ninja 250, an evolutionary advance while achieving both high performance and ease of handling.

Features

- Improves fuel efficiency and reduces emissions by reducing weight, which is highly effective for improving both operating performance and ease of handling.
- Ninja 400 has achieved major weight reduction of more than 20%